GOOD JEWS & ALL DECENT PEOPLE NEED TO STEP-UP
ANYONE CAN BE REMOTELY MIND-CONTROLLED & NOT KNOW
IS SOMEONE ELSE SEEING & HEARING EVERYTHING YOU DO?
ARE YOUR THOUGHTS & WORDS YOUR OWN?
ARE YOUR PAIN/SYMPTOMS REMOTELY GENERATED? ASSAULT, MEDICAL/INS FRAUD
DOD SATELLITES/NSA TARGET VIA OUR UNIQUE BRAINPRINT (EEG) FROM SALIVA DNA
DEFILING OUR JUSTICE/MEDICAL/ALL SYSTEMS - LEGAL, ETHICAL, MORAL

CONTEMPT FOR OUR LAWS AND RIGHTS INCLUDING PRIVACY, DUE PROCESS
#AmericaNaziIndustrialComplex - - - #BLACKMAILNATION up to highest levels

PARTIAL LIST OF JEWS AND NON-JEWS INVOLVED WITH TARGETING, RAPE, AND/OR MURDER
RICHARD OWEN FLAMM - FWC TAMPA (FORMER FIU ADVISOR) & POSSIBLY HIS WIFE
KARIN BRAUNSBERGR, PROFESSOR USF COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
RONNIE AUSTIN, SR. - RETIRED FWC (FISH AND WILDLIFE) OIG
STEPHEN NIMER – DIRECTOR UM (UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI) SCCC
ANNE ADELMAN – EX UM TUMOR REGISTRY &/OR HER MARRIED UM MD/ADMIN BOYFRIEND
& POSSIBLY UM CPA HARRY GOLDSCHMIDT
SUSANNA ARIAS MORALES - UM TUMOR REGISTRY & HER “FBI RELATIVE”
SUSAN MARKLEY – EX MIAMI DADE COUNTY DERM
REBECCA BUTLER (CLARK) – MURALS/ART
MARIE PAULVIL – GRISWOLD HOMECARE AIDE
JANET COULSON – GRISWOLD HOMECARE AIDE

From ourconstitution.info HOME page: “… You will read of more "benign" acts such as an ATT email
calling me "Judas" (link below at book "ABSENT DUE PROCESS..." [ADP] page 104), or morbid,
hacked emails over the period of about a week, time-lining, in military terms, the
murder of University of Miami (UM) patient Joan M., at Bethesda East Hospital (ADP page 115).
More on the military involvement, page 120. More on this murder from page 121, as well as Joint
Commission complaints also regarding UM's threat against me, cancer data manipulations in
violation of State law, and suspicious cancers in two co-workers. On page 109 find more names
of those with information…”

http://whale.to/b/akwei.pdf
https://issuu.com/ssupyo/docs/akwei_story_from_nexus
“NSA operatives see what the surveillance subject’s eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen.
RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex. bypassing the eyes and optic nerves. NSA operatives
can use this to surreptitiously put images in a surveillance subject’s brain while they are in R.E.M. sleep
for brain-programming purposes.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/magazine/2007/01/14/mind-games-spanclassbankheadnew-on-the-internet-a-community-of-people-who-believe-the-government-is-beamingvoices-into-their-minds-they-may-be-crazy-but-the-pentagon-has-pursued-a-weapon-that-can-do-justthat-span/a0d09db6-d7aa-4fcd-a829-2a3ebc56df9d/
“Gloria Naylor, a renowned African American writer, seems to defy many of the stereotypes of someone
who believes in mind control. A winner of the National Book Award, Naylor is best known for her
acclaimed novel, The Women of Brewster Place, which described a group of women living in a poor
urban neighborhood and was later made into a miniseries by Oprah Winfrey.
But in 2005, she published a lesser-known work, 1996, a semi-autobiographical book describing her
experience as a TI. "I didn't want to tell this story. It's going to take courage. Perhaps more courage than
I possess, but they've left me no alternatives," Naylor writes at the beginning of her book. "I am in a
battle for my mind. If I stop now, they'll have won, and I will lose myself." The book is coherent, if hard to
believe. It's also marked by disturbing passages describing how Jewish American agents were responsible
for Naylor's surveillance. "Of the many cars that kept coming and going down my road, most were driven
by Jews," she writes in the book. When asked about that passage in a recent interview, she defended her
logic: Being from New York, she claimed, she can recognize Jews.”

It appears that religion is indeed a strong component behind DOD neurotorture (mind-capture) based
upon Julianne Mckinney's interview with Greg Szymanski. McKinney is a former Army Intelligence
officer, Director of the Electronic Surveillance Project, a sub-group of the Association of National
Security Alumni, and author of Microwave Harassment and Mind Control Experimentation (per
https://everydayconcerned.net/tag/julianne-mckinney/).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqJmDjXjxdc - Audio Szymanski/McKinney 9:14+ gov’t complicit
https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/juliannemckinneyinterview - transcript McKinney/Szymanski
Religious references: 24:13, 33:13 “…I’ve been drawing distinctions. And what I’ve found is that the
perpetrators appear to belong predominantly to one particular religion, whereas the targeted
individuals do not belong predominantly to that particular religion…”

Unfortunately, I do believe McKinney is referring to Jews. It seems there are few Jews targeted.
Regardless, I know Jews are involved as perpetrators, likely many more than are captives. Moreover,
there were Jewish Nazis in WWII and then in the US under medical, CIA, etc. cover. Jews were also
among early inventors regarding neuro experimentation here. (I realize there are sadists and
psychopaths in all religions but because of my situation, I believe the retaliation against me as a Jew, for
reporting Jews, among other concocted rationales, is being orchestrated by Jews [UM/CIA, ADL,
Mossad?]). During Markley's tenure there were Cuban Mayors - no doubt tied to the CIA, as is UM (2nd
largest hub). She and Flamm may be assets as well. They should never have been allowed near students,
including me. Gimenez was up to his head in what I have reported. Now he's a Senator. Scott, Obama,
Nelson, Rubio (murder of Joan M [Home page] was also reported to these four) and DeSantis all know.
So, although many believe Jews are kind, giving, and compassionate people - most are - there are some
without a conscience, and with a vile (deadly) arrogance and hubris. More horridly, these savages are
eugenicists just as Hitler’s Nazis were – somebody “less than” – in any number of ways – ethnicity,
health, disability, intelligence – plus others - (un)corruptible, independent thinker, whistleblower, etc. Jew or not – is considered disposable. Cover-up by Miami-Dade Police is massive. I have also noted
several instances of grossly distorted rationales seemingly justifying this savagery against me and those
around me. See my note to Hadassah and events regarding my membership there timelining my Father’s
murder in “Humanity’s Abyss…” (see my site ourconstitution.info Intro and Home pages). Vile use of The
Holocaust as justification as well – in particular, “using” a wonderful family we have known forever, the
father a Holocaust Survivor. He has passed, but his widow’s birthday card to my Mom was deliberately
withheld from her – Mom never saw it. This same woman was told there was no food at Shiva for Mom
(after Mom’s Funeral) and to come back the next day. (I had purchased much food earlier that day.) This
woman made such a wonderful tribute to my beautiful Mother at her final resting – next to Dad.
DELIBERATE STIRRING UP OF TROUBLE – DELIBERATE ANTAGONISM AND SELF-SERVING
ENTERTAINMENT - PITTING PEOPLE AGAINST EACH OTHER - THEY ARE MAKING THIS HELL A RELIGIOUS
MATTER BECAUSE THERE IS NO JUSTIFICATION AND “RELIGION” IS THEIR “GO-TO” EXCUSE WHENEVER
THEY NEED ONE. THEY DO NOT CARE ABOUT THE HOLOCAUST AND THE MESSAGE WE ALL SHOULD
HAVE LEARNED – INDEED – THEIR SAVAGERY JUSTIFIES A NUREMBERG II TRIBUNAL. THEY MUST ALL BE
IN PRISON. THEY DESPISE OUR SYSTEM OF JUSTICE, LAW AND ORDER. I HAVE NAMES OF THOSE WHO
KNOW … RIGHT HERE AND AT MY SITE. POWER & CONTROL IS ALWAYS THEIR GOAL.
MKULTRA information shows that many universities collaborate with the CIA and their MKULTRA
"experiments". "...over thirty universities and institutions were involved in an "extensive testing and
experimentation" program which included covert drug tests on unwitting citizens..."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra. MKULTRA clearly never ended despite the Church
Committee recommendations (same link).
https://www.memoiresdeguerre.com/2020/01/america-s-dr.mengele-the-jewish-biochemist-backedby-the-cia-who-experimented-on-thousands.html "...Sidney Gottlieb conducted tests on refugees and
prisoners that were as brutal as those carried out by the Nazi doctor..."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect American neuroscientist Allan H. Frey
https://listverse.com/2017/01/03/top-10-nazi-collaborators-who-were-jews/
https://allthatsinteresting.com/jewish-gestapo https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_13

Unfortunately, I have reported my concerns for Jewish involvement with neuro-torture to Jewish
oversight/ethic organizations with not one response. One Rabbi said to me, “Did you lose anyone in the
Holocaust?” I replied – “We all did.” Another way to answer his question would have been – “So, that
gives Jews or anyone with such loss, a right to use this most vile barbarity?” Of course it does not. That is
not the lesson of the Holocaust, where Soldiers fought and died defending our Freedoms and
Constitution. Our Soldiers do not fight and die defending the use of mind-capture and torture against
Americans or anyone else. What is going on regarding neuroweapons is worse than the Holocaust, in my
opinion. Mind-control is the antithesis of Free Will, allowing all to be captives,
consolidating power and control within the wealthy, the CIA, and the military.
Our system clearly needs work. There is a concern that those with greater populations or greater
representation will mute all other voices. Absolutely not a reason to target and kill anyone. We can
demand a fair representation using other means. We are America- we can do this humanely and safely.
Religion is still a huge reason for division, and it should be left at home. If one cannot do that, they
cannot be The People’s Representative, elected or appointed. Political parties are deliberately divisive as
well. We all have much more in common than not, and should do away with parties (Washington hated
them). Lobby money as well. I am speaking without monied interest – only for Human Rights as in the
Constitution and as a result of the findings at Nuremberg. Religion should be out of government – oaths
on the Constitution, not Bible; holidays named for seasons (or ?) and not on any day with religious
significance; G_d out of money and gov’t offices, Pledge of Allegiance, etc. We all have more in common
than not, including Jews and Arabs who are likely more genetically and culturally similar than many
other groups. World wars change landscapes. Israel was created after WWII. The Palestinians should
also live free from terror. They should not elect terrorist organizations such as Hamas as their leaders.
They and all humanity deserve to live under the principles developed from Nuremberg, not any less and certainly not the barbaric savagery Targeted Individuals live under
WE DEMAND AN IMMEDIATE CEASE/DESIST, RETURN OF ALL DATA, AND A NUREMBERG II TRIBUNAL

https://mwi.usma.edu/?s=giordano Giordano lectures at West Point’s Modern War Institute
https://www.expandingawarenessrelations.com/dr-james-giordano-from-darpa-mind-weapon-tools-tonanotechnology-hacking-our-mind-is-the-ultimate-agenda/ Lecture transcribed with highlights
“Speaking of a future at most only decades away, an experimenter in intelligence control asserted, ‘I
foresee a time when we shall have the means and therefore, inevitably, the temptation to manipulate
the behavior and intellectual functioning of all the people through environmental and biochemical
manipulation of the brain.’ “
“Zbigniew Brezinski, Between Two Ages, America’s Role in the Technotronic Era 1970
James Giordano @48:47: That’s, Zig Brezinski. In 1970, he was prescient at forethought, foresight, and
said in 1970, in the coming decades we will see an increasing viability and value in being able to affect
the neurocognitive space. There was something of the sort of crystal ball in that statement.
We are there.
@5:31: …A, A, and A… the ability to assess the brain and its functions…access the brain on a variety of
levels, from the subcellular all the way to the social…affect that brains and the individuals in which those
brains are embodied and the ecologies in which those individuals enact, engage, encounter – from the
level of the individual, to the group, to the community, to the populational.”

GIORDANO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wqQMGNNYuA
https://twitter.com/ProtectPatient1/status/1430284503554174979?s=20&t=Orb_G3ISLMUgiEp27aeOoQ
8:40 ...front of my pen...amount of nanomaterial... could in fact affect all of you...

https://everydayconcerned.net/tag/robert-duncan/ - Neuro, Microwave and V2K Targeting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNuNs6RsRdU
https://twitter.com/ProtectPatient1/status/1446825364798517250?s=20&t=cDqkF6wMU7HEcve6u6S
WKg
“…I've worked with some of the most brilliant scientists in the world but only a few of them were not
morally flexible and that's the term they use in the CIA... they want to control everybody…"

"...it's worldwide and it was intended to be worldwide for the new world order government this a you
know george bush senior talked about new world order he was head of the cia uh even uh we have a
candidate barack obama's vice president biden said the new world order is of >
utmost importance in one of his latest speeches so it really doesn't matter which candidate you vote
for uh it seems like they're all on board for this global takeover... 10:52 they have basically four more
countries to go uh china Russia north korea and iran and then the >
rest of the world is kind of nothing um we in here here's another kind of theory why would you want
democracy in every country well it's because of mind control weapons we can control who gets into
power... totally stealing one's brain stealing their soul ...how can you have >
justice if you don't know whose mind was behind the actions of the body and so it's going to turn the
justice system on its head…they can erase memories reprogram them false memories and so you can't
even use the polygraph test to see who they are...>
dangerous and that's not free will but you're taking away someone's autonomy of thought and
decision-making uh so i don't even like the term free will i prefer degrees of autonomy...

